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Introduction
Goal: View a nearly exhaustive groupings of omics

-ome: totality of X

-omics: study of the totality of X

-genomics: study of the totality of a genome

Definitions:



Methods
Searched resources

infographics

Wikipedia (omics, List_of_omics_topics_in_biology)

genomicglossaries.com

Downloaded abstracts of all PubMed papers when searching ‘omics’

Close to 30K, so had to split into 3 sections by publication date

Ran code to pull out instances of ‘omics’ using Python and made into a term dictionary 

(removed obvious errors and kept terms with counts of 3 or more)

Manual search to remove spurious terms (company names, software, spelling errors)

Went through each term and found short description (PubMed, Wikipedia, etc.)

Further cut terms that didn’t have good definition or were still spurious

Final list contained 255 terms



Disclaimer

“Genomics is a wonderful topic. And it has great potential value. But adding “ome” or “omics” onto some term does not 
suddenly make it “genomic-y”. The power of genomics does not simply transfer with a suffix. In addition, new concepts 
do not need to latch onto the ome-meme if they are strong and interesting in and of themselves. Comparisons to 
genomics can be very useful, but including genomics in some way in the term itself is potentially unwise.”

-Jonathan A Eisen

Badomics words and the power and peril of the ome-meme

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3617454/
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Proteins
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Other
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Proteins
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